Abstract level of palpability, 141, 153–154
(See also Palpability)
Access path, 137–137, 208
Action-dominant languages, 46
Actionalizing, 45
Active-determinative principle, 117–119, 129
(See also Emanation)
Adverbial pro-clause, 361–365, 371, 377, 384
Affect, 39, 90
Affective states, 294–299
Agency (in the semantics of causation), 509–542
Agent, 473–474, 515–517, 519–522
Agent-distal object pattern, 120–121
(See also Emanation)
Agonist, 413–451, 456, 463–466
Agonist demotion, 442
Alignment path, 108–109
(See also Orientation path)
Anchor, 333
(See also Figure and Ground)
Antagonist, 413–451, 456, 463–466
(See also Agonist)
Associative forms of ception, 157–158
Asymmetric relations in Figure and Ground, 322–324, 378, 381
Asymmetry, 196–197
in directedness, 199–201
of motion, 201
of parts, 197–199
Atsugewi, 46, 192–195, 231
Attention, 77
Distribution of, 76–77, 218, 258
Focus of, 76
Pattern of, 76
Strength of, 76
Author, 473–474, 515–517, 519–522
Autonomous event, 472, 475, 488
Axial properties, 65
Axiality, 64–66

Backgrounding, 76
Base phase, 279–280
Baseline within a hierarchy, level of, 81–82
Basic causative situation, 480–495, 510
Basic enabling situation. See Enabling situation
Basic spatial distinctions in language, 180–181
Biasing. See Asymmetry
Blocked complement, 262–263
Boundary, 50, 53–54, 261–262
Boundary coincidence, 55
Boundedness, state of, 50–55, 57–62
(See also Unboundedness)
Bounding, 51, 77, 85
(See also Debounding)
Bowerman, M., 341–342
Bravado. See Affective states
Bucher, N. M., 123
Bulk neutral, 31
(See also Neutralities)

Causal chain event frame and windowing, 271–274, 300–303, 511–512
Causation, 418–430, 471–549
Caused agency, 474, 531–542
Caused event. See Resulting event
Cause-result principle, 327, 379
Causing event, 472, 481–486
Ception, 139–143
Associative forms of, 157–158
Parameters of, 140–144
Chain of agency, 472–474, 541
Chaining of operations, 84
(See also Nesting)
Closed path, 268, 280–282
Closed-class semantics. See Semantics of grammar
Closure neutral, 30
(See also Neutralities)
Coextension path, 138–139
Cognitive representation, 21
Coherence in language. See Conceptual coherence
Comparison frame, 291, 293
Componential level of synthesis, 78–79
Componentializing, 79–80
Composite, 55, 61 (See also Dividedness, state of)
Composite Figure, 330
Conceptual alternativity, 258
Conceptual coherence, 88–94
Conceptual splicing, 270–271
Concrete level of palpability, 141, 144, 147
(See also Palpability)
Configurational structure, schematization of, 47–68, 214
Conformation, 245–247, 340 (See also Motion-aspect formulas)
Conjunctural pro-clause, 365–368
Connective, 359, 384–387
Copy-cleft, 359–360
Phrase, 359
Connectivity, 261–262
Constructional fictive motion, 104
Contingency principle, 329
Continuous (internally), 55, 58–59, 61 (See also Dividedness, state of)
Copy-cleft sentences, 357–369
Copy-clefting of nominals, 402–404
Cross-event relation, 345, 367–369, 372–376, 389
Cross-event structures, 370–372, 377–384
Cross-related events, 345–347, 384
Cycle event frame, 279, 300 (See also Phase windowing)
Debounding, 52–53 (See also Bounding)
Demonstrative path, 109, 120, 125 (See also Orientation path)
Demoted agonist, 442 (See also Agonist demotion)
Dense constraint, 364
Direction of viewing, 72–76
Discontinuity. See Disjuncture
Discontinuity neutral, 30 (See also Neutralities)
Discrete (internally), 55, 58–59 (See also Dividedness, state of)
Discretizing, 56 (See also Dividedness, state of)
Disjunct mode of representation, 233
Disjuncture, 261
Disposition of a quantity, 58–61
Distal perspective, adoption of. See Reduction
Distribution of attention, 76–77, 218, 258
Dividedness, state of, 55–58
Divided self, 431–432, 460–461
Domain, 42–47
Dyad formation, 66–67 (See also Monad formation)
Dynamism, 171–172 (See also Fictive motion)

Emanation, 105–106, 116–128 (See also Fictive motion)
Feature values of, 106
Orientation path, 106–111, 123, 126
Radiation path, 111–114, 121
Sensory path, 115–116, 118, 125
Shadow path, 114–115, 117, 121–122
Enabling situation, 507
Encompassive secondary reference object. See Reference object
Euclidean, 25–31, 144, 160, 164, 223 (See also Topological)
Event causation, 482
Event frame, 257, 259–265, 270, 280–283
Evidentials, 92, 156
Excuse, 297 (See also Explanation types)
Exemplarity, level of, 80–81 (See also Baseline within a hierarchy)
Experienced, 115, 116, 118, 122, 125
Experienced fictive motion, 104
Experimenter, 115, 116, 118, 120–122, 125
Explanation types, 296–299
Extended causation, 418–419
Extension, degree of, 61–62
Extant-duration causation, 473, 491–493
External secondary reference object. See Reference object
Extrajection, 67

Factive representation, 100–102
Factivity. See Phase factivity patterns
Factuality event frame and windowing. See Interrelationship event frame and windowing
Factuality, 292–299
Fictive motion, 99–172
Access path, 136–137
Coextension path, 138–139
Emanation, 105–106, 116–128
Frame-relative motion, 130–134
Pattern path, 128–130
Principle features of, 105
Fictive X, 169–171
Index

Fictivity, 100–103, 147, 163
Field-based reference object, 212–213 (See also Reference object)
Characteristics of, 315
Unidirectionality in, 290
Figure-encountering path, 208 (See also Access path)
Figure-Ground windowing, 290 (See also Interrelationship event frame and windowing)
Fillmore, C., 231, 259–260, 263, 340, 421, 482
Finite subordinating conjunction. See Subordinating conjunction
Focus of attention, 72, 76
Force dynamics, 10, 219, 263–264, 409–466
Parameters of, 462–466
Foregrounding, 76
Frame-relative motion, 130–134 (See also Fictive motion)
Framing level, 82
Freeze-frame, 218
French, 47, 353, 402–403, 538–539
Freud, 410, 460–461
Fundamental figure schema, 215
Fundamental ground schema, 215
Gapping, 259, 265–266, 269, 276, 301–302 (See also Windowing)
Geometries, 185–192 (See also Euclidean; Topological)
German, 47, 393, 403
Gerundive. See Subordinating conjunction
Gestalt, 78–79, 89, 137, 219, 331, 383
Gestalt formation, 79–80, 220, 331
Gestalt level of synthesis, 78–79
Gestalt psychology, 136
Goldin-Meadow, S., 300–303
Grammatical complexes, 23–34, 49
Ground. See Figure and Ground
Ground-based reference object, 212–214 (See also Reference object)
Guidepost-based reference object, 212–213 (See also Reference object)
Hermann grid, 145–146
Herskovits, A., 163, 187
Idealization, 220–222
Identification space, 47
Image-constructing processes, 237–238
Imaging systems. See Schematic systems
Imagistic ception, 157
Impingement, 417–419, 425, 486, 532
Inclusion principle, 328, 379
Inducee 538
Inducer, 538
Inductive causation. See Caused agency
Instrument, 487–488
Intender, 522
Intending. See Intention
Intent, 533
Intention, 417, 513, 533–534
Interrelational complex, 288
Interrelationship event frame and windowing, 288–289
Factual-counterfactual, 290–294
Figure-Ground, 289–290
Intracategorial conversion, 41, 43
Intrinsicality, parameter of, 158
Introjection, 67
Inventory of concepts in language, 37–38
Inverse pair, 317
Lexical complexes, 22–23
Line of sight, 110–111
Logic gaters, 452
Magnification, 62
Magnitude neutral, 26, 224–225 (See also Neutralities)
Mapping of attention, 77
Marr, D., 91, 148, 166
Melding, 56–57 (See also Dividedness, state of)
Meta-Figure, 80, 331 (See also Figure and Ground)
Meta-Ground, 331 (See also Figure and Ground)
Metaphor, 168–169, 438
Monad formation, 66–67 (See also Dyad formation)
Motion event, 8–9, 341
Motion event frame, 290
Motion-aspect formulas, 215, 245–252
Multiplex, 48–49, 56–57, 59 (See also Plexity)
Multiplexing, 48, 56, 85
Nesting, 60, 84–88, 238
of Attention, 87–88
of Configurational structure, 84–86
of Perspectives, 86–87
Neutralities, 26–32
Nominal pro-clause, 349
Nonprojective external object, 212 (See also Reference object)

Object-dominant languages, 46
Obligatory complement, 262–263
Observer-based motion, 131–134
Onset causation, 418, 472, 481–486
Orientation path, 106–111, 123, 126 (See also Emanation)
Alignment path, 108–109
Demonstrative path, 109, 120, 125
Prospect path, 107–108, 121
Targeting path, 109–110
Overlapping systems, 122–123

Palmer, S., 123
Palpability, 140–143, 154–158
Paratactic copy-cleft, 357–358
Part-for-whole representation, 243
Participant-interaction event frame and windowing, 282–287
Particularity, level of, 82–84 (See also Baseline within a hierarchy)
Path event frame and windowing, 265–271
Path satellites, 45, 217
Closed, 268
Fictive path, 269–270
Open, 265–268
Path singularity, 267
Pattern of attention, 76
Pattern path, 128–130 (See also Fictive motion)

Personation, 66–67
Perspectival distance, 69–70
Perspectival mode and motility, 70–71
Perspective point, 217, 269, 282
Perspective, schematic systems of, 68–76
Phase factivity patterns, 436–437
Phase windowing, 279–282 (See also Cycle event frame)
Phosphene effect, 145
Plasticity, 278–279
Plexity, 48–49, 57, 59
Point-durational causation, 491–493
Portion excerpting. See Bounding
Primary reference object. See Reference object
Probe, 115, 125
Progression, state of, 42
Projection of knowledge, 87
Projector-based reference object, 212–213 (See also Reference object)
Prominence. See Salience

Prospect path, 107–108, 121 (See also Orientation path)
Proximal perspective, adoption of. See Magnification
Punctifying, 66
Purpose forms, 527

Radiation path, 111–114, 121 (See also Emanation)
Reassurance, 297 (See also Explanation types)

Reduction, 62
Reference object, 203–214 (See also Figure and Ground)
Primary, 203–211, 226–228, 232
Secondary, 203–210, 212, 226–228
Reification, 43–45
Resulting event, 472, 481–488
Reward, 298 (See also Explanation types)
Rubin, J. M., 152–153
Russian, 320, 353

Salience, 76
Samoan, 319
Scene partitioning, 66–68
Schacter, D. L., 167
Schematic categories, 40–41
Schematic pictorial representation, 165, 167
Schematic systems, 40–41, 214–219, 258, 467
Schematization process, 177
Scope of intention, 513
Scope of perception, 266
Secondary reference object. See Reference object
Secondary subordination, 394–400
Self agentive, 511, 525
Self-referencing Motion event, 330
Semantic alignment, 345, 380
Semantic relations, derivation of, 521
Semantic subtraction, 195
Semantics of grammar, 22
Semiastract level of palpability, 141, 146–148, 152–153, 158, 162 (See also Palpability)
Semiconcrete level of palpability, 141, 144–145 (See also Palpability)
Sensing, 146–153
Sensing of a reference frame, 149–150
Sensing of force dynamics, 152–153
Sensing of object structure, 147–149
Sensing of path structure, 149
Sensing of projected paths, 151–152
Sensing of structural history and future, 150–151
Sensory path, 115–116, 118, 125 (See also Orientation path)
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Sequence principle, 327
Sequentializing, 71
Serial causation, 500–504
Shadow path, 114–115, 117, 121–122 (See also Orientation path)
Shape neutral, 27, 164, 223–224 (See also Neutralities)
Shibatani, M., 428–429
Shifting force dynamic patterns, 417–420 (See also Force dynamics)
Spatial disposition, 182–184
State of boundedness. See Boundedness
State of dividedness. See Dividedness, state of
Staticism, 171–172 (See also Fictive motion)
Staticity. See Progression, state of
Steady-state force dynamic patterns, 415–416, 420 (See also Force dynamics)
Stimulus, 115
Strength of attention, 76
Subordinating conjunction, 352–355, 370–372
Finite, 354
Gerundive, 344–345, 387–392
Subordinating conjunctural phrase, 352
Subordinator, 347
Substance neutral, 32 (See also Neutralities)
Substitution principle, 328
Swahili, 394
Sweetser, E., 410, 443
Synopticizing, 72
Synthesis, level of, 77–80 (See also Baseline within a hierarchy)
Targeting path, 109–110 (See also Orientation path)
Terminalizing, 66
Threat, 298 (See also Explanation types)
Token neutral, 32 (See also Neutralities)
Topological, 25–31, 160, 163–165, 223–225 (See also Euclidean)
Tzeltal, 186–187

Unboundedness, state of, 50–54, 57–62 (See also Boundedness)
Undergoer, 474, 517–519
Understanding system, 455
Unidirectionality, 381–382
Uniplex, 48 (See also Plexity)
Unit excerpting, 49–50

Vector reversal, 411, 453
Vector, 215, 340
Visual path, (See Sensory path)

Window of attention, 76
Windowing, 257–309
Windows of attention, 258
Wintu, 232

Yiddish, 295–296, 353, 392–393, 525, 538